
LUXURY CARS

Luxury cars are not just defined by their cosseting ride, extensive levels of technology and refinement, but the level of
prestige they bring.

Since the s, overseas sales of a Japanese luxury cars have increased, challenging the traditional European
luxury brands. There have been fast ones, very fast ones, big ones, small ones, expensive ones and cheap, and
some that even attempt a bit of four-wheel driven versatility. Audi-brand modern luxury comes with
state-of-the-art onboard technology too, of course, while the potential for kW public rapid charging, combined
with an everyday range of between and miles on a charge, also makes the E-tron a more usable electric car
than some of its ilk. In the Soviet Union, the manufacturer ZiL then called Zis began producing limousines in
the mids and GAZ and joined the luxury car market in the early s. Most of them had a V8 , V12 , or V16
engine. The unusually sharp decline in luxury car sales have led observers to believe that there is a
fundamental shift and reshaping of the luxury automotive market, with one industry official suggesting that
the marques no longer command the premiums that they used to, and another saying that conspicuous
consumption was no longer attractive in poor economic conditions. American manufacturers[ edit ] The luxury
car phenomenon began the start of the automobile industry when the wealthy frequently invested in the
manufacture of such models to gain the social prestige associated thereby. The first of these was the launch of
Acura a Honda sub-brand , followed by Lexus Toyota in , Infiniti Nissan in and Genesis Hyundai in  Many
such customers saw their net worth decline following the collapse in financial markets and real-estate values.
France was a leading producer of powerful luxury automobiles prior to World War II. From to the late s,
Cadillac was the highest selling brand of luxury cars in the U. Few cars make you feel as special to ride in,
none has better visibility or a more commanding or assured driving position, and very few put a better
complexion on your day. When we road tested one, our decibel placed its cabin noise level closer, at a 70mph
cruise, to that of a Rolls-Royce Phantom than a Tesla Model X. The quality interior feels like it was built to
outlast civilization itself, although it lacks the elegance and ambient warmth of the S-Class. For a select niche,
it will make financial as well as environmental sense. This car combines four-wheel drive with a commanding
outright performance level, with SUV-level space, convenience and usability and with Audi-brand desirability
; but what really makes it stand out is how superbly hushed, comfortable and refined it is. The Model S can
take off with the ferocity of a super saloon, but even more wonderful is how precisely and effortlessly you can
meter out its pace, and how quietly it can be delivered. The spacious interior exudes quality and luxury, the
seats are excellent and the driving position is first-rate, making it easy to drive for a car of its size. Right now,
there is no more luxurious electric car in the world than this one. There are four battery options, topped by a
kWh pack with a claimed mile range.


